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SIMULATION OF COLLISIONAL EFFECTS IN PLASMAS

C. E.. Rathmann and J. Denavit
Department of Mechanic·al Engineering

and Astronautical Sciences
Nor.thwestern. University       ·

Evanston, Illinois  60201

Abstract

A computer simulation method has been developed to simulate collisional

effects in plasmas  in the regime where plasma instabilities are dominant but

are modified by weak collisions.  The algorithm is based on the method of

periodic smoothing in phase space, in which collisions are introduced at recon-

struction times in terms of a one-dimensional Fokker-Planck operator with a

velocity dependent collision frequency.  The results of test problems, including

approach to equilibrium, collisional heating and plasma echo decay, are presented.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

Computer simulations of collisionless plasmas, based either· on numerical

solutions of the Vlasov equation or on equivalent particle simulation tedhniques,

have been applied in recent years to studies of' nonlinear oscillations,

instabilities and turbulent heating of plasmas.  In a number of problems of

interest in controlled thermonuclear fusion research and in space physics,

weak collisional effects with collision frequencies of the order of a few per-

eent of the plasma frequency may play a significant role in the development of

instabilities and affect the turbulent state reached by the plasma after saturation.

In the anomalous absorption of radiation by plasmas, for example, the energy

of the incoming radiation is first converted into plasma waves by parametric

instabilities and the plasma waves in turn accelerate electrons by Landau damp-

ing, thus converting the wave energy into particle kinetic energy It is(1)

found, however, that in the case of collisionless plasmas, the absorbed energy

appears in the form of suprathermal tails of the electron distribution function,

rather than in the more desirable heating of the main body of the distribution

function.  A one-dimensional computer simulation method has been developed to

study the weak collisional regime, in which the plasma oscillations and instabilities

characteristic of collisionless plasmas remain dominant but are modified by

collisions causing relaxations of the distribution function not present in the

collisionless case.  This method has been applied to the above anomalous absorp-

tion problem and the results of this study, to be published separately , show.
(2)

that weak collisions can indeed channel a significant fraction of the absorbed

energy into main body heating rather than in the formation of suprathermal tails.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the collision model used in this

simulation method, together with its numerical implementation and to present

the results of a series of tests used to verify the validity of this approach.
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The computations are one-dimensional, with spatial variations in the

x direction and only electrostatic fields are considered.  In this paper we

consider a single specie representing electrons with the ions assumed' stationary

and·providing only a charge neutralizing background.  A version of the code

including two species (electrons and ions) has been written and applied to the

above study of parametric heating, but this generalization is straightforward

and need not be discussed in detail.  The algorithm is based on the method of

periodic smoothing in phase space In this method, the phase space, which(3)

reduces to the (x,v) plane in the present case, is covered with a rectangular

grid, Fig. 1, and weighted simulation particles are initially located at each

grid point with a mass (and charge) proportional to the local number of electrons

in phase space.  These particles are then advanced according to their self and

externally applied fields for N=5 t o 2 0 time steps, as in conventional par-

ticle simulation, methods, after which the-· distr.ibution function. i·s. .reconstructed...

in phase space.  The reconstruction, in effect, redistributes each simulation

particle locally among neighboring grid points and the new particles are then

advanced another N time steps.  This procedure, which is equivalent to a numeri-

cal solution of the Vlasov equation, has been found to be effective to reduce

or eliminate the noise due to individual interactions of the simulation particles.

Electron-ion collisions are introduced into the computations in terms of

the one-dimensional collision operator

Caf\
= .2- Evvf + D . I;  (v f) _                                                         (1)\Bt)coll. av L

which is inserted in the right member of the Vlasov equation.  The collision

frequency v may be velocity dependent, thus allowing a dependence of the form

-3v - v   corresponding to Coulomb collisions and D is a parameter to be specified

by energy considerations.  This operator conserves particles and its relationship
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with the Fokker-Planck operator is discussed in Appendix A.  The first term in

Eq. (1) accou,nts for a velocity-dependent friction force due to collisions, which

tends to slow the particles,thereby reducing the kinetic energy.  The second

term accounts for a diffusion of particles in velocity space which leads to an

increase in kinetic energy. Energy conservatiod may therefore be achieved by

proper choice of the parameter D, given by

2     2

j v V  f  dv                                                                                                      (23D= r
jvfdv

as shown in Appendix A.  Note that for a collision frequency independent of

velocity, this value D reduces to the mean square velocity.

This model has been used in an analysis of collisional damping of plasma

oscillations by Lenard and Bernstein and in analytical and numerical studies
(4)

of collisional effects on Landau damping by Zakharov and Karpman and Denavit,
(5)

Dcyle and Hiroch .  Collisional models of the same form, and with higher-order
(6)

derivatives, have also been introduced in numerical solutions of the Vlasov

equation using the Fourier-Hermite transform .  A collision frequency inde-
(7)

pendent of velocity was assumed in these studies.

Numerical solutions of the multidimensional Fokker-Planck equation have been

carried out by Killeen and Marx .  This approach allows a much more realistic(8)

representation of the collisions than the simple one-dimensional model proposed

in the present study, but at the cost of more complex computations.  These

solutions were concerned primarily with collisional effects and  do not include

the dynamics of plasma oscillations and instabilities, which remain the dbminant

aspects of the computations considered in the present paper.  Computer simula-

tions which include self-field dynamics as well as collisional effects have been

considered by Gula and Chu .  These simulations were based on the Krook col-(9)

lision model in whichthe distribution function is forced to relax to a local
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Maxwellian form at a rate which is independent of its gradient in velocity space.

Thus this model does not account for particle diffusion in velocity space as does

the operator defined by Eq. (1).  Particle simulation methods can also be adapted

to account for collisions by periodically adding a random increment to the

velocity of each simulation particle, thereby causing these particles to per-

form a random  walk in velocity space superimposed over their acce leration  due

to the self-consistent electric field. Such simulations have been carried out

(10)
by Dawson and Shanny and have more recently been applied to the anomalous

(11)
heating problem by DeGroot

The application of the present method to the anomalous heating problem

requires a wide velocity range, up to v * 20 v where v is the thermal
max th        th

velocity, to include the suprathermal tails of the electron distribution function

after saturation, together with a sufficiently fine grid spacing, av =- 0.1 v
th

to, describe adequately_ the.main bodv .of the  distribution function which  lies

near the center of the velocity range.  To meet these requirements economically

the distribution function is reconstructed over a non-uniform velocity grid

defined by

Vk- = S[(k-k )/k   ]    k= 1,...,k (2)
v                       -             o max max
max

where k = (k + 1) /2  and  S (y)  is a "stretch function" chosen to yield  theo    max

desired grid point spacing.  For example, in the anomalous heating problem a

stretch function given by

(-sy/(s + 1-y)
for O c y 5 1

S Cy)  =                                                                                                                            (3)

 sy/(s +lty)   for   -1 cy 6 0
shown in Fig. 2  with s = 1, v = 20 V and k = 63,gives the desired fine

max th max

spacing   Av  =   vth/6   at   v=0   with a coarser spa.cing   av   =2   vth/3   at   v=   vmax'
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The algorithm used in the computations is derived in Section II.  A generali-  )

zation of the recons.truction procedure .for the distribution function over a non-

uniform. grid is considered first, after which the collision operator, Eq.  (1),

is introduced, considering the friction and diffusion terms separately. Since

the application of the collision operator requires a knowledge of the distri-

bution function, this operator is .applied at reconstruction times, i.e., every

5 to 20 time steps, a procedure which is acceptable since only the weak col-

lisional regime is cqnsidered in these computations.  Between reconstructions,

particles are advanced according to the ambient self and externally applied

electric fields as in collisionless simulations. Two series of tests have been

carried out to verify the validity of this approach.  The first series involves

collisional effects in spatially uniform plasmas.  These tests, presented in

Section III include approach to equilibrium and collisional heating due to

constant and alternating electric fields.  The second series, presented in

Section IV involves collisional effects on plasma oscillations and plasma echoes.

II.  DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALGORITHM

A.  Reconstruction of Distribution Function on Non-uniform Grid

It has been.shown that by periodically reconstructing the distribution(3)

function within a particle code, the noise due to discrete particle interactions

can be minimized.  Such a reconstruction consists of a local averaging procedure

in phase space, involving weight functions  which determine what fraction of

the mass of a given particle is assigned to each neighboring grid point.  An

averaging procedure which conserves mass, momentum and energy has previously been

derived for uniformly spaced grid points and this procedure is now generalized

to the case of non-uniform grid spacing.

Consider the reconstruction of a given particle among its four nearest

grid points in velocity, as illustrated in Fig. 3a.  Let z denote the mass of
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the  particle, vk denote the velocity associated  with   the grid point immed iately

below the particle and let the grid points be separated by unequal increments as

shown.  The particle is located an amount plvk (0 i P<1) above grid point.k.

The first three moments are to be conserved in a symmetrical reconstruction

among  the  four grid points. Accordingly, the particle is split into halves

Crl)(z    and 3(2)) and each half is distributed among three grid points so as to

conserve the three moments independently.  The contributions of the two halves

are then added to determine the weight functions and to complete the averaging

(1)
procedure.  The first half, z = z/2 is replaced by the equivalent system

(1) (1) (1)
Zk-1' zk  ' zk+1 at grid points k-1, k and k+1 such that

<vk-   4.k. 1    '1     +  v   '1 l    +  vk"'  4"k    zl ·  
(4)

 n z

=  vk+ pAvk)  2  ,    n   0,1,2

/9,
(2)  Z(2)  z(2)and z'"'= z/2 is similarly replaced by the system z
k  ' k+1' k+2'

n  (2) / )n  (2) .
/  n _(2)

vk zk  + (vk+ Avkj   k+1 + (vk  Avk+ Avk+1/  zk+2

(5)n
=    (.k.'.    p'.k,I         .i ' n= 0,1,2

Solving these sets of equations for the fractional masses z t  and reassembling

the particle haves yields the averaging procedure

Z =  f (P-11    [Avk- 1  (Avk- 1   +  1 1  -11  1   z zk-1  L 2 LAvk \Avk 1 JJ

Av     Av Av 71r    p(p-1) r  k+1-   k-   k-1

zk+1=  P +   2   L      '          \  Avk] I z (6)

Av     C AV    + Av  1k+1 \ k+1    k/

fp(p-1) rtvk+1 /Avk+1 + 1 , 1   z  ,
Zk+2= L 2

LAvk CAvk J 11

zk = Z - Z   - Z   -7k-1 k+1 "k+2 '
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This averaging is sequentially applied to all simulation particles to generate

the reconstructed distribution function.  Note that the quantities in square

brackets depend on the grid spacing only and need therefore to be computed only

once, and that for uniform spacing, Avk-1= 6vk= Avk+l'
this averaging procedure

reduces to the case considered earlier.

B.   Collision Operator

The  friction term in Eq.  (1),

<121        = 2 Ev  v (v) f (v,t)1atifric    Bv  L

is equivalent to the introduction of a velocity dependent acceleration a(v) =

v v(v) into the equation of motion of the particles.  The appropriate forms of

the collision frequency v(v) used in the present one-dimensional model are

discussed in Appendix A.  Since weak collisional effects are considered here,

· ,' · the ·collision operator, including both friction and diffusion terms, is applied

at reconstruction times only.  The friction term is therefore implemented by

giving to each particle of velocity v , which is a grid point value at that time,

a velocity increment 6vk= a(vk)At' where At' = Ntt is the time interval between

reconstructions, as shown in Fig. 3b.

The diffusion term in Eq. (1),

Qi)     - D 4 (.f)diff Bv

is represented by finite differences over the non-uniform velocity grid.  Let zk

denote the particle weight at the grid point k, the distribution function at this

point has a value fk= 2zk/(6vk-1  Avk).  The diffusion operator is implemented

by giving to each value of the distribution function an increment

0    f(vf)k+1- (vf)k. (vf)k- (vf)1--11Of                         _            J  '
k= Avk-1+ Avk L Avk Avk-1
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where u = 20 At', or in terms of particle weights,

r (vz)k+1 (vz)k

6 Zk=  01 Avi   (Avkt  Avk+l        -   6vk-ltvk

(vz)k-1      2                                        (70

+ Avk.1 (Avk- 1+ tvk-2 J

This explicit procedure is numerically stable only if the coefficient of zk in

the right member of Eq. (7) has a magnitude less than or equal to unity, i.e.,

CY vk 6 1 (8)
Avk-ltvk

If this condition is not satisfied, the coefficient a is divided by an integer £

such that (8) is satisfied, and Eq. (7) is repeated £ times, thus applying the

diffusion operator as a sequence of £ steps, each corresponding to a time interval

At'./2.

III. SPATIALLY HOMOGENEOUS PROBLEMS

The above algorithm is tested in this section by considering simple collisional

problems in spatially homogeneous plasmas, where no internal electric fields are

present.

A.   Approach to Equilibrium

As a first example we consider the approach to equilibrium of two Maxwellian

beams defined initially by the distribution function,

2

f(.,t=G) =    1       <exp'.1- .  (v   vdo,)  
2/37 v 4 bo

bo

+ exp [- 1 (v *.'do)21}  0                                        (9)
bo

where v defines the initial thermal spread of each beam and 4 v defines their
bo                                                     -  do

initial drifts relative to the origin of velocities.   With no external field,  the

governing equation for the one-dimensional model is
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*f_ a    r                   3             7--.--! v vf + D - (vf)-1 (10)
at   Bv L Bv

For   a collision frequency v independent of velocity, the coefficient   D  de,fined

2
by Eq..(2) for energy conservation, is equal to the mean square velocity <v  >

22
and remains constant, i.e., D = 2(v  + v )-  In this case Eq. (10) with the

bo do

initial distribution function (9) may be solved analytically by taking a Fourier

transform with respect to velocity.  This solution yields

f(v,t)  4  411 .1          ,{exp [-  1  (13   ».d>2 
2 /ST vb

r  1/v+v  2-
+   exp   L -   T  <   vt,      d)   -1  }                                                                                                                   

          (1 1)

-1/2
where vb= [D -(D - v2 ) exp(-2vt)1bo and vd= vd0 exp(-vt).  Thus the beams retain

their Maxwellian form in this case but their drift decays due to friction while

their thermal spread increases due to veloc·ity diffusion.  As t + co the beams

merge into a single Maxwellian distribution function,

2r lv7 (12)f(v,t A oo) =    exp L- y 'D J   .
'/2TTE

The results of a numerical simulation of this problem are shown in Fig. 4.

This case corresponds to vdo= 5v   with v   = 20 v   and a non-uniform gridbo max bo

spacing with 125 points and s = 1.  The time interval between reconstructions is

-1At' = 0.025.:  . The numerical results, shown in solid line, agree closely with

the analytical values from Eq. (11) shown as circles.  The distribution function

-1at  t = 0.59 reaches  a form close to its equilibrium defined by Eq. (12), which

appears as a parabola on the logarithmic plot of Fig. 4.

We  .now  consider a velocity-dependent collision frequency  of   the  form

C
v=       2      2 3/2  '

(13)

(2< v >tv )
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appropriate for a one-dimensional representation of Coulomb collisions, as dis-

2
cussed in Appendix A, where <v  3 denotes the mean square velocity and C i s a

collisional constant.  The coefficient D given by Eq. (2) becomes time dependent

for this case and the equilibrium distribution fuhction is not Maxwellian but

takes the form

3/2 2    2

f(v,t -+ c:) =.0.353  1/2  (1 + z v 2 2  )
e-0.88 v /<v >          (14)

<V <V,
This equilibrium distribution function is derived in Appendix B.  For the present

problem, where the mean square velocity remains constant, it is convenient to

2  3/2
write C = (3 < v >)    v , where v  may be interpreted as the collision frequency0

of a particle having a velocity equal to the thermal velocity.

The results of a numerical simulation for this case are shown in Fig. 5.

The same parameters are used as in the simulation of Fig. 4 and time is measured

-1
4 n      'l n 4  1- c    - n'f     f i ..' We .obserze that. the..appropch.. to equilibrium is .21. NJB-r in the

0

present case.  The distribution function reaches a form close to itS equilibrium

-1                    -1
for t = 1.5 v , instead of t = 0.5 v for the case where v is independent of

0

velocity.  The equilibrium distribution function defined by Eq. (14) is shown by

the triangles on the diagram for t = 1.5 vol.  Note the flatter top and more steeply

dropping tails of this equilibrium distribution function compared to the Maxwellian

-1
distribution at t = 0.5 v in Fig. 4.

The computations of Figs. 4 and 5 have been repeated with the same parameters

but using a uniform grid spacing, and results very close to those of Figs. 4 and

5 were obtained.

B.   Collisional Heating

As a second example we consider the heating of a homogeneous plasma by DC

and AC external electric fields, governed by the equation
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3.I eE 3 f   B r L-(v f )1 (15)- - - = -I v v f+D
Bt m BV Bv L Ay   J

with the initial distribution function

'15F vTo vTo -3
f(",t=0)    =            n.              exp   [-       (v) 21       .                                                                                           (-16)

For a collision frequency independent of velocity, Eq. (15) may be integrated

and yields

F l/v v 2--7
f(v,t) =  -n .   .exp L- 21  IT 5 J                                  (17)

42,7 vT

where

dv
d            eE

(18)Tr· + v vd=- m
d 2 2
TE VT = 2'0 vd                                                       (19)

For a DC electric field, Eq. (18) gives.vd= -(eE/vm)[1 - exp<··vt)].  Thus

the distribution function remains Maxwellian and after a transient of duration

- v-1 acquires a drift vd= -eE/vm. The kinetic energy relative to the drift

22
motion, T = mn(<v > - <v> )/2 thed increases linearly according to Eq. (19) at

a rate given by

d    (13 - IR L (20)

d(u) t) \·To/ -v  T   '0

2    1/2                                 2where w = (4TT e n/m) is the plasma frequency, TQ= nmv.„ /2 is the initial
                                                 10

2
kinetic energy density and U=E /81-r is the energy density of the applied field.

The results of a computer simulation of this problem, with v = 0.05 w  and

2         -5
12= U/To= E2/4rt nmv.To =5 x 1 0 are shown in Figs. 6a and 7. This simulation

-1
was carried out with At = At' = 0.2 w ,v = 10 v and a uniform grid with

p max To

63 points.  We observe in Fig. 6a that the distribution function acquires a drift

vd= -wpn VTo/v = -4.8 x 10-5 after t = 50 1Dpl and br.oadens while remaining
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Maxwellian.  The kinetic energy ratio T/T  shown in Fig. 7 increases at the

-1
predicted rate after t = 50 w  ·

P

For an AC electric field E = E cos w t, Eq. (18) gives an oscillating drift

velocity

W

vd= -  2Pn 2   wosin wot + v cos wot  vTo  '
V   +   00

-1after a transient of duration - v  .  The kinetic energy density, averaged over

a period 2'T/ul O , increases linearly at a rate given by
2

v w TI
d   (<T)3 _   p

d (w   t)\   To)   -     2        2
' (21)

P             V + ma
where '112= E2/4·ri nmv2 . A computer simulation was carried out for this case with

10

v = 0.05 w , wo= 1.04 (Dp, F2= 0.25 and the same finite differences as in the DC

case.  The distribution function, shown in Fig. 8a, broadens but remains Maxwellian

And :thp* -average kilietic energy debsity shAwn.in Fig. 9, increases linearly at the

rate predicted by Eq. (21).

In the case of a velocity-dependent collision frequency of the form given

by Eq. (13), a simple exact integration of Eq. (15) does not appear to be possible.

The external field causes a drift velocity <v) given by the first. moment of

Eq. (15),

-le

%:il +  J  v v f ¢tv = -f ' (22)
-00

and the rate of increase of the kinetic energy density is                        '

m n 3 ·2
(23)2- at <v > = -eE n<v>   .

However, when v is velocity dependent, the distribution function cannot be elim-

inated from the integral in Eq. (22) and the system of Eqs. (22) and (23) cannot

be solved.
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Computer simulations of this problem have been carried out for DC and AC

external fields. The results for the DC cas·e, with v = 0.05 0  and the same

initial distribution and parameters as in the case where v is independent of

velocity, are shown in Fig. 6b and 7.  We observe in Fig. 6b that the distribution

function acquires a drift and broadens, but does not remain Maxwellian.  The drift

velocity, which is shown in broken line in Fig. 7, increases steadily in the

present case.  The drift velocity results from a competition between the electric

field and the friction force, and a steady drift velocity is achieved when the

friction force balances the electric field. In the v = constant case this balance

-1
occurs after a transient of duration -v,a s shown in Fig. 7, after which only

heating takes place. In the present case, however, the increase in the mean

2
square velocity <v ) due to both drift and heating reduces the collision frequency,

see Eq. (13), and a balance between the electric field and the friction force

cehnot be achieved.

In the case of an AC external field, the runaway effect described above does

not occur, but the heating is expected to cause a reduction in the collision

-312
frequency, resulting in a decreasing heating rate proportional to (T/T )

The results of a computer simulation in this case are shown in Figs. 8b and 9.

This  computation was carried  out  with  vo=  0.2 op, larger  than the value assumed

in previous computations,  but, with  the same 'initial distribution and parameters

as in the v = constant case.  We note in Fig. 8b that the distribution function

broadens but does.not remain Maxwellian. The kinetic energy ratio T/T  shown in
0

-3/2
Fig. 9 increases at a. rate which is proportional to (T/T ) as expected.  The

kinetic energy ratio for an additional computation with v = 0.05 w  is also
OP

shown in Fig. 9.  We observe that the heating rate for this case is less than that

for a constant collision frequency having the same value, v = 0.05 w .
P
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IV.      COLLISIONAL  DAMP ING OF PLASMA WAVE ECHOES

The simulation method is now testedby considering the collisional damping

of temporal plasma wave echoes.  A uniform stable plasma is initially excited

by an external longitudinal electric field pulse with wave number kl. This mode

decays  at the Landau damping  rate Y 1  and,  in the collisionless  case, the distribution

function acquires a perturbation of  the form fl(v)exp(-iklx + iklvt) . For large

t the integral over v of this perturbation phase mixes and does not result in any

density or field perturbation.  A second wave of wave number k2 is then excited

by a pulse at time ·r >> 1/Yl.  This wave also damps out, but modulates the distri-

bution function of the first wave to give a second order distribution function of the

form  f].(v)f2(v)exp ik3x - ik3v(t - k27/k3) 3  of wave number  k3=  k2-  kl.    At  time

T '  = k2T /k3 the coefficient of v  in this exponential vanishes  and the integral

over v no longer phase mixes.  A new wave of wave number k3' called an echo, then

*         aPRears  in thu plasma.   b:.Fice perturbatioas of the form exp(ikvt)  are s'tiongly

affected for large t by the velocity diffusion term of the collision operator,

Eq. (1), the plasma echo appears as a useful test of the present algorithm

for small values of the collision frequency.'

Temporal echoes in collisionless plasmas have been treated theoretically

by O'Neil and Gould , and the effect of collisions in the damping of echo(12)

(13) (14)
waves has been examined by Su and Oberman , O'Neil and Ichikawa and

.(15)Suzuki using collisional operators of the same form as Eq. (1).  The

results of these analytical studies may be written in the form

echo +00 iklvT-A(t)E (t)
Tll T12

af3                    re                  o
I.

= .--4  j  6(-kl'ik,v) B (v/vT)
(4 n n m)  2vT -CO

(24)

S(t-T)ar e
as Le(k2's-ik,v)e(k3's)  s = -ik3v

dv
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ext ext ext ext

where .Fl = eE 1 6tl/mvT' 12 = eE2 6t 2/mvT, El   and E 2   are the electric

echo
fields of the ·first and second pulses, 6tl and 6t2 their durations, E3   (t)

is the echo electric field, vT = <v2>#,

. 2    +CO

iwb    r      B f o/Bvg (k,s) -1- -k- 1 dv
J  s + ikv
- CO

is the dielectric function of the. plasma and f  is the unperturbed distribution

function.  The quantity A(t) which accounts for the collisions has been given by

O'Neil as

n

AO  =   ,   v D klt' 2dt'   +       v D  -k3 (t' - T)   +   klT-12dt'

=Mfik T3 + k3 L(t-T')3 - (T-T')3 } (25)
2r

while the expression derived by Ichikawa and Suzuki is

AI-s  =  v.f -1, 73  +  k32(t-·r)3  +  Dk32 Ti-t- T)2  -  3klk312(t-T)  (26)

In both expressions only the diffusion term in Eq. (1) has been considered

because the friction term  has a negligible effect for the small values of the

collision frequency considered here.

Although these expressions agree at the peak of the echo, t = T'' they

yield different values of the damping for the wings.  A (t) varies slowly

near t = T' and has symmetrical values for the rise (t < T') and the decay

(t > T') of the echo, while AI-S(t) increases with time' giving a larger damping '

for the decay than for the rise.  It should be observed that certain approxi-

mations were made in deriving both expressions.  The diffusion operator is

applied only to the exponential terms exp(ikvt) in the derivation of Eq. (25).

The velocity derivatives of the coefficient of exp(ikvt), which involves f,e
0

and v, are neglected and A 
is valid only for sufficiently long times.  In the
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derivation of Eq. (26) an expansion is made which assumes A _  << 1 so that

large values of ·the damping constant from Eq. (26) may not be reliable.

A set of computations has been carried out for a Maxwellian distribution

function. with k.1 1''D = '0.7,  k2 AD = 1.4,  T = 20 iupl and 11 =  112 =  .08.   Note that

the echo mode k  =k-k  =k  is the same as the initial wave mode for this
3      21      1

choice of kl and k2 Three cases with v - 0 (collisionless), v = 0.001 w 
3t2 2   2 -3/2

(velocity independent) and v = (3/2)    v (1 + v /2vT)
with v  = 0.004 have

0

been considered. These parameters correspond to Landau damping rates yl =  -.37 wP

and Y2 = -1.6 w  for modes kl and k2 respectively.  These computations were made

with a uniform velocity grid with v
= 5vT, Av = 0.04 vT' Ax = .98 h  andmax

-1at = 0.1 w • The distribution function was reconstructed and the collision
P

operator applied every 20 time steps.

The maxima of the ratio of electrostatic energy to kinetic energy,

Ui/T =  El.12/4·rrnmv 2, for mode kl = k:3 are plo:-ted in Fig.. 10 for the col-

lisionless case and both collisional cases. In all three cases the initial

wave decays at approximately the Landau damping rate and the collisions have

no observable effect on the damping rate, as expected for such small collision

-1frequencies.    For  t  - 14 w the initial wave energy has decayed 5 orders of
P

magnitude and the collisionless computations appear to have reached their noise

level while in the collisional computations, which have a lower noise level,

-1the energy continues to decay.    For  t  >  27 w the echo wave appears, reaches
P

its.peak in all three cases near T' = k27/k3 = 40 w-1 as expected and decays
P

for t > T'.  We observe, however, that the echo is significantly weaker in

the collisional cases than in the collisionless case.

Values of the maxima of energy for the collisionless case, computed by

numerical integration of Eq. (24) with A = 0, are shown as circles in Fig. 10.

These values are in agreement·with the computer simulation results.
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The collisional damping of the echo wave may be measured in terms of a

collisional damping factor defined as

echo

K(t) = 1n                                                   (27)E3,v=0.
ech6
E3,v  '

For the case of a collision frequency independent of velocity, the exponential

'exp (-A) may be taken out of the velocity integration in Eq. (24), whence

K(t)  =  A<t).   Values  of this damping constant  from the simulation results  of

Fig. 10 are compared in Table 1 with the analytical values from Eqs. (25) and

(26).  Note that for this case the coefficient D, given by Eq. (2), is D = v2.

We observe in Table 1 that the simulation results agree with O'Neil's result

after the peak of the echo (t > 40 wpl) and agree approximately with the

-1result of Ichikawa and Suzuki before  the peak  (t < 40 w   ). This appears  to
P

be consistent with the approximations made in these theories as indicated earlier.

For the case of a velocity dependent collision frequency, the analytical

values of the collisional damping constant K(t) must be computed by numerical

integration of Eq. (24), including the exponential exp(-A) in the velocity

integration.  In this case, the coefficient D, given by Eq. (2J is D = 0.526 v2.

Values of the damping constant from the simulation results of Fig. 11 are com-

pared in Table 2 with the analytical values obtained from Eqs. (25) and (26).

We observe again that the simulation results agree approximately with O'Neil's

result after the peak of the echo (t > 40 wpl) and with the result of Ichikawa

-1
and Suzuki before the peak (t < 40 w  ).  It is also interesting to.observe

P

that the collisional damping constant decreases with time after the peak, e.g.,

K(t = 41) = 1.67 and K(t = 51) = 0.91.  This was a result predicted in O'Neil's

(14)theory for Coulomb collisions
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APPENDIX A

COLLISION OPERATOR

( 16)
Consider the Fokker-Planck operator for electron-ion collisions    ,

1 (21\
-      au   ( f   211-3    +  j         8 2    8             6 2x       1                                                                          (*1 )r cat)               /      0          8/  '

coll Bv av      av Bv ava,av

where

33
2 4 K Tell/241     Z     e             1 n     1 - -r:, .2        C     6/m       47 ne

In this equation f denotes the electron distribution function, v' with a = 1,2

and 3 denote the velocity components vx' v  and vz' n is the electron density,

Te is the electron temperature, K is Boltzmann's constant, Ze is the ion charge

and -e and m are the electron charge and mass.  The functions h and g depend on

the ion distribution function f., and ion mass m.,
1                      1

m + m, Fif ,(v')
1. 1

1   ,#

h(v) = dv; , (A2)
"-' mi   J Iv'- vI

-

-         -

g(v) = Flv'- vl fi(v') dv' . (A3)
.. N - -           -

Assuming stationary ions these functions reduce to h = n/Zv and g = nv/Z

where v =  vl.  In the case of cylindrical symmetry about the x axis, integratingN

Eq. (Al) with respect to v  and vz givesY
- V

/3fh =4. 3 - f v r f dv
kFI coll  Z  avx L x: /2.  2\3/2(V  + Vx,

3
V 3

+13  f dv
k

(A4)

2 Bvx ..1  v2 + v 3/2
wheref(vx) = ' (f/2rr) dv dvz is the one-dimensional velocity distribution function

2    2 1/2
and v= (v+v) is the perpendicular velocity.  This operator represents

.Y     Z

small-angle collisions between electrons and stationary ions.  It yields a
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relaxation of anisotropies in the vela,city distri·bution of electrons but no

relaxation of their energy distribution. Computer simulations based on this

collision operator would require a representation of the velocity distribution

in the perpendicular direction as well as in the parallel direction. Since the

perpendicular velocity v  cannot be eliminated by integration in the right member

of Eq. (A4), a one-dimensional collision operator cannot be derived.

To carry out one-dimensional simulations, a model having some of the mathe-

matical prdperties of Eq. <A4) must be chosen.  In the present, study we consider

the operator

CAT) , r
Cat) Bv L x avx

= -l v v f +D 1.-(vf)3 (A5)

Coll    X

where

C
V + /

2         *5<'T        '                       
          -__           _                      

         (A6)

< 2   < v )   +  vx)

C = nT/Z and D is a parameter to be chosen by energy considerations.  The brackets

<...) denote an avetage over velocities, (g) = (1/n)   gf dvx, whence <v2) is the
I

mean square velocity.  Note that the one-dimensional model (A5) retains two

important properties of the original operator (A4): (1) It includes a first-order

derivative term representing momentum loss due to collisions and a second-order

derivative term which gives diffusion in velocity space, and (2) these effects

fall off as v for large velocities.X

The evolution of the electron distribution function of a spatially homo-

geneous plasma, with the collisional operator (A5), is governed by

Af _ SE 3.f = L Ev vf + D 3- (vf)  0 (A6)
Bt m BV   BV L Av
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Here the notations have been simplified by writing f for the one-dimensional

distribution function and v for the x component of the velocity. Integrating

Eq. (A6) over velocity yields Bn/Bt = 0, i.e., particle conservation, and taking

the first.and second moments gives

-c-<Xl + Cvv)=- ·£12 (A7)
Bt           m

and

1 3<v2)  + .SE. <v)  =  <v2\))  -  D <v) (A8)
2 Bt 'm

The left member of Eq. (AS) represents the rate of change of the sum of the one-

dimensional kinetic and potential energies  per  unit  mass.    In the present model

(17)
we require this sum to be conserved, whence

D= <v2v  (A8)
(V)
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF EQ. (14)

At equilibrium,  Eq.  (10), with f(v 4 -) -= 0 yields

31'v vf + D -6--(Of) = 0 (Bl)
3v

which may be integrated to give

2

f(0)v(0)  e-v /2Df(v) - (B2)
V(V)

The normalization constant f(0) and the parameter D are determined by the conditions

400

I
fdv=l (B3)

-00

4=

   v2 f dv = <v2> (BA)
U
-00

2
where the mean square velocity <v ) is known since it remains ccnstant during the

approach to equilibrium.  Substituting the collision frequency

C
v=      2     2 3/2(2<v)t v)

into (82) and inserting the resulting expression into (83) and (84) yields

-+eo
2

1/2  2 1/2 2 3/2 -ax
(B5)2   <v )   f(0)    (l t x)    e     dx=l

and

0
2

3/2. 2 1/2 i' 2 2 3/2 -Cpx
(B6)2   ·Cv > f(0) r x(1+x) e dx = 1

tj

-CO

2
where  u  =  (v  4 /D. The integrals   in  (B5)   and  (B6)  may be expressed in terms  of  the

modified Bessel functions of the second kind to give

1/2                                -12               I   r      #  ,               ,\      /CY, -7
f(0) =

e -a, 2  1  K      S i t)  +  <1  +1)  K  1-1 1          ,2 1/2 L o \2/ 0/  1\2/3
(V )
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and

f(0) = a                  e-0/2 rl  K  /2)  +  (.1  + 1,h  K  (2Yl- 1
2 1/2 L 2 0\21 \a 2/ 1\2/J

(2 <v ))

2 1/2
Solving ·,these equations yields at = <v2>/D = 1.76  and  f(0)  = 0.3537/<v  )

Substitution of these values into Eq. (82) yields Eq. (14).



w t          K                K            KI-Sp           sim.           '0

31 0.47 2.44 0.60

33 0.67 2.50 0.77

35 1.0 2.54 1.12

37 1.47 2.55 1.61

39 2.10 2.56 2.24

41 2.58 2.56 3.02

43 2.71 2.56 3.97

45 2.66 2.58 5.08

47 2.62 2.61 6.37

49 2.65 2.67 -7.85

51 2.54 2.82 9.52

Table 1.  Comparison of the collisional damping factor from computer

simulation with theoretical values from O'Neil and from

Ichikawa and Suzuki for the case of a velocity independent

collision frequency.  Parameters are the same as in Fig. 10.
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wt         r              r           KI-Sp                                            s im.                                           '0

31 0.18 0.88 0.25

33 0.11 0.91 0.31

35 0.32 0.96 0.37

37 0.66 1.11 0.65

39 1.41 1.62 1.47

41 1.67 1.66 1.84

43 1.46 1.33 2.01

45 1.22 1.05 2.00

47 1.08 0.92 2.16

49 1.02 0.92 2.43

51 0.91 0.95 2.81

Table 2.  Comparison of the collisional damping factor from computer

simulation with theoretical values frcm O'Neil and from

Ichikawa and Suzuki for the case of a velocity dependent

collision frequency.  Parameters are the same as in Fig. 10.

7



CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

Figure 1: Grid structure in x,v plane used for periodic reconstruction of

distribution function.

Figure 2: Stretch function used to define non-uniform velocity grid.

Figure 3: (a) Redistribution of a particle z among four neighboring grid points.

(b)  Implementation of friction operator in terms of velocity incre-

ments 6v .
k

Figure 4: Collision relaxation of a two-beam distribution function with

v = 0.05 w  (constant) and v - 5v
p                 do -   bo'

Figure 5: Collisional relaxation of a two-beam distribution function with

3/2 2   2 -3/2
v = (312)   vo(1 + v /2vT) with vo = 0.05 top and vdo = 5vbo 

Figure 6: Collisional heating by a D C electric field, 112 = U/T  =5 x 10-5.
3/2 2 -3/2

(a) v = 0·05 w  (constant); (b) v = (3/2)   vo(1 + v2/2vT)
with

P

v_ = 0.05 w_.
v           F

Figure 7: Increase in random motion kinetic energy and in momentum under a

DC field, 92 =5 x 10-5, for v= 0.05 w  (constant) and for
3 2 2 -3/2

v = (3/2)   vo(1 + v2/2vT)
with v  = 0.05 w .

0 P
-5

Figure 8: Collisional heating by an AC electric field, T 2 = U- =5 x 1 0  ,
0

3/2 2 -3/2w = 1.04 w .  (a) v = .05 w (constant); (b) v = (3/2)   v (ltv2/2vT)OP                   P
with v  = 0.05 w .
OP

Figure 9: Increase in random motion kinetic energy under an AC field,

T12 =5 x 10-5, O)0 = 1.04 u.  , v = 0.05 0  
(constant) and

312 2 -3/2
v = (3/2)    vi(1 + ·v2/2vT) with v  = 0.05 W .

0 P

Figure 10: Collisional damping of plasma wave echo with kl  = 0.7, k2 AD = 1.4,

T = 20 wpl, 11 = 12 = 0.08. Collisional cases correspond to

3/2        2   2 -3/2v = 0.001 w (constant) and v = (3/2) v (1 + v /2v ) with
P                                                                   o                       T

v = 0.004 w .
0 P

'i
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